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**General comments:**

This study evaluates the possibility to use MODIS data to estimate the extent and depth of shallow groundwater tables through the use of the Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) model. In a companion paper the authors demonstrated the clear link between shallow groundwater and the surface energy balance. This case study correlates results of SEBS to field measurements of groundwater and soil moisture. Although the authors clearly illustrate and analyse the correlations between groundwater depth, soil moisture and surface energy balance components, it is not clear how SEBS can be operationally used to estimate shallow groundwater depth. A validation of mapping groundwater depth and extent based on an independent set of measurements or another study area has not been done. Therefore, the question whether MODIS can be operationally used to estimate the extent and depth of shallow groundwater tables remains partially unanswered. Also the accuracy of mapping shallow groundwater depth with this remote sensing approach remains unclear. The paper can be improved by discussing these issues in more detail.

**Specific comments:**

Page 8676, lines 21-22: explain the generic type of device used to measure soil moisture (e.g. TDR, FDR, neutron probe), how the device was calibrated and its measurement accuracy.

Page 8676, line 24: give more details on the "simple sounding device" used to measure the water table depth. Give name of the device, generic name of the technique and calibration method.

In section 4.5 is stated that equation 11 was originally developed for the vadose zone. Can you adapt the equation for the derivation of top soil moisture based on your field data and SEBS results?

**Technical corrections:**

In general the paper is written in clear English and well structured. However, the use of articles ("the" or "a(n)") in the paper is not always correct:

Page 8672, line 7: change to "...area within the Al-Balikh..."

Page 8673, line 2: change to "A shallow water table..."

Page 8674, line 20: change to "...mapping the shallow groundwater effect..."

Page 8674, line 29: change to "...within the Al-Balikh..."
Page 8675, line 14: change to "...within the Al-Balikh..."
Page 8676, line 12: change to "...was a dry cold..."
Page 8677, line 3: change to "...per day, the MODIS instrument..."
Page 8677, line 11: change to "...Using the MODIS Reprojection..."
Page 8678, line 7: change to "...The SEBS algorithm..."
Page 8679, line 3: change to "...temperatures at the land surface..."
Page 8679, line 11: change to "...temperature near the land..."
Page 8682, line 17: change to "...fluxes had a sharper..."
Page 8682, line 18: change to "...to follow the water table..."
Page 8682, line 25: change to "...at the land surface..."
Page 8682, line 27: change to "...and diminishes the net radiation..."
Page 8685, line 29: change to "...mapping the shallow groundwater..."

Other technical corrections:
Consider changing page 8672, lines 5-9 to: "To inspect the capacity of MODIS for detecting the shallow groundwater effect on land surface temperature and the surface energy balance in an area within the Al-Balikh River basin."
Page 8674, line 1: change to "...for vegetation effects..."
Page 8674, line 7: change to "...it may be worth..."
Page 8674, line 14: change to "...changing shallow groundwater effects..."
Page 8675, line 6: replace "shot" with "acquired"
Page 8676, line 14: change to "...at nighttime and...at daytime."

Page 8677, line 13: change to "...resampled to 1km..."
Page 8677, line 15: provide reference for ILWIS
Page 8677, line 18: change "temperature" to "land surface temperature"; change "indexes" to "indices"
Change caption 3 to "The Surface Energy Balance System" In this section the units of the parameters and variables are missing.
Page 8678, line 4 and 8: change "indexes" to "indices"
Page 8678, line 13-14: Missing link between paragraph and equation 1.
Page 8681, lines 1-6: describe the procedure for cross tabulation in a generic way and not software specific
Page 8682, line 17: fig.8 should be fig. 9
Page 8682, line 24: change "Investigating the reason behind this phenomenon..." to "Investigating the cause of this phenomenon..."
Page 8682, line 25: change to "...areas suffer from soil salinity..."
Page 8683, line 13: R² should not be typed italic
Page 8685, line 1: formulate more subtle "...proved to be an excellent choice..."
Page 8685, line 3: Reformulate "Shooting the area...", e.g. "Acquiring images over the area..."

Fig. 5: use 2 digits on y-axis label
Fig. 7: change in caption "...temperatures at 17 January..." to "...temperatures on 17 January..."